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Abstract: Data Hiding is the process of hiding data in back of images or videos. The data hiding techniques mainly used in Military, Government and Medical Areas. Hiding process can be done in different types of algorithms. Mainly we are considering the RDH algorithm to hide the data. In this paper mainly focused on various works of Reversible data hiding algorithm and techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information security is more important in the digital world. All things are shared only in digital format. The data are stored in Cloud. The data travel only through the medium of air. The internet only passes the data from one point to another. Effect of technology grow is hacking. In this situation, we must secure our data. Data secure done by lot of technologies.

For high security of data several approaches like steganography, Data Hiding and cryptography can be used. Data hiding is hide the data within a cover media. The data hiding process have two types. They are embed data or cover media. In steganography, is to hide data in back of Visuals or Videos which help of pixels. These Steganography processes done in cover media.

Steganography methods have plenty of algorithms and techniques which are used to hide data. In mainly we are used REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING method. This RDH method contain some different compared to other hiding processes.

Reversible Data Hiding is image technique, by which aboriginal cover recovered by without any lose of quality. In RDH, first select the pixels randomly with Help of MCG. MCG means Mirroring Chipertext Group. Then vacate rooms and apply the mirroring concepts in those pixels. Next hide data in those selecting pixels. Then this process has encryption after that data hiding and image uploading. RDH has two encryption process, commonly we used only one encryption process. That’s the specialty of the Reversible Data Hiding Process.

II. RELATED WORKS

In 2012, B. Macq [1] suggested this work proposes scheme of separable reversible data hiding for encrypted image using histogram modification. The sender is encrypt aboriginal image, the data-hider hides the secret data into the encrypted image by using histogram modification and n-nary data hiding scheme. On the receiver side, the secret message can be extracted by the embedding key, and the aboriginal image can be totally recollect by embedding and the encryption keys. If the embedding key is doesn’t available for the receiver side, the aboriginal image can still be can’t complete recollected using the encryption-key. This separable method doesn’t require the sender to reserve embedding room by himself, and can perfectly recover the aboriginal image. In 2009, T. Bianchi, A. Piva, and M. Barni [2] they are suggested Signal processing modules working directly on encrypted data provides an elegant solution to solicitations scenarios where valuable signals must be protected from a malicious processing device. We enquire into the implementation of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) in the encrypted domain, by using the homomorphic properties of the underlying cryptosystem. Some unique affairs are considered for the direct DFT, the radix-2, and the radix-4 fast Fourier algorithms, including the misconception scrutiny and the maximum size of the sequence that can be transformed. Also allocate computational complexity analyses and comparisons. The results show that the radix-4 FFT is best suited for an encrypted domain implementation in the proposed scenarios. In 2014, Z. Qian, X. Zhang, and S. Wang [3] this consistency proposes a framework of varying data obnubilating (RDH) in an encrypted JPEG bit stream. Unlike subsisting RDH for encrypted spatial domain images encrypting a JPEG bit stream into an opportunity organized structure, and embedding a secret data into the encrypted bit stream by scarcely modifying the JPEG stream. We identify utilizable bits congruous for data obnubilating so that encrypted bit stream
Reversible data hiding in encrypted image is getting more attention these days because of security maintaining requirements. In this paper five different types of reversible data hiding techniques for digital images: LSB Modification Based Technique, Difference expansion technique, Histogram modification technique and Interpolation technique are studied, analyzed and compared. The comparative results show each technique has its own advantage and disadvantages.
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